A stochastic simulation of nonisothermal nucleation.
The results of stochastic simulations of growth and evaporation of small clusters in vapor are reported. Energy dependent growth rates are determined from the monomer-cluster collision rate and decay rates are found from a detailed balance, with the equilibrium size and energy distribution of clusters calculated using the capillarity approximation and the equilibrium vapor pressure. These rates are used in simulations of two-dimensional random walks in size and energy space to determine the fraction of clusters in supersaturated vapor of size (i(min)+1) that reach a size i(max). By assuming that clusters of size i(min) are in equilibrium, this fraction can be related to the nonisothermal nucleation rate. The simulated rates show good agreement with the previously published analytical results. In the absence of an inert carrier gas, the nonisothermal nucleation rates are typically between 1% and 5% of the isothermal rates.